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Corrigendum 
Volume 54 (1976), for the article “One Dimensional Singular Integral 
Operators on Lpr’ by Kevin F. Clancey, pp. 522-529: 
It was observed by N. Ja. Krupnik that there is a gap in the proof of 
Theorem 3 of [ 11. The purpose of this note is to supply the details so as to 
complete this proof. 
The notation of [ 1 ] will be employed. The portion of the statement of 
Theorem 3 which requires proof is 
if 1 = 0 is in 
G,(xo) + G&) + G&d - G,(xo) ,/9 
2 2 P (1) 
for some x0 in Z,, then R, is not a Fredholm operator on Lp(lR). 
The statement in (1) is established by contradiction. Suppose the operator 
R, is Fredholm on Lp(Ip) (p < 2). Using the fact that G has only two cluster 
values G,(x,), G,(x,) at x0 it can be concluded that R, is Fredholm, where 
F(t) = Gt(x,h tEEnNO, 
= G,(x,h t E N,\E, 
= G(t), t@N,, 
with N, a neighborhood of x0 and E c N, is a measurable set such that 
En N is not a.e. a finite union of intervals for any neighborhood N of x,, . 
Several standard reductions can be made. It can be assumed that R, is inver- 
tible. Clearly, the value G,(x,) can be assumed to be one and, consequently, 
G,(x,) = (A - l)(A + 1))’ for some i in .gp. It can further be assumed that 
1 F(t)1 = 1 almost everywhere. Finally, the function F = F(t) can be 
transplanted to the function u = u(e’“) on the unit circle r,,(eie = 
(t - i)(t + i)-‘). With the above reductions u is unimodular and has the form 
u(e’“) = em’“, eie E E, 
ZZ 1. eie E y,\E. 
= u(e”), eie 6Z yo, 
where 2x/q < a < 27c/p, y,, is a neighborhood of eieo = (x0 - i)(x,, + i))‘, and 
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E is a measurable subset of f,, such that 1ln E is not a.e. a finite union of 
intervals for any neighborhood y of eieo. 
If R, is invertible, then K admits a canonical factorization relative to 
Lp(T,,) (see, e.g., [3 1). In particular u = U- U, with u + . UI’ in H“ and u ; ’ . 
-- in HP, where H’ (1 < r < co) denotes the usual Hardy space of the unit 
disc (viewed as a subspace of L’(f,,)). 
Let u0 = exp(-iq,) so that u0 = u on yO. The function u0 admits the 
factorization u0 = I’- P+ , where 
1’ * 
Here jdenotes the conjugate off which is defined a.e. for f in L ‘(T,,) as the 
Cauchy principal value 
T(eie) = -+-J~*f(eiu) cot (9) dy/. 
By a result of Zygmund [4. p. 13 1 ] I!,, L’ ; ’ , F;;_, L;I ’ are in H” for Y < 27r/a 
and, therefore, when r =p. 
On y. one has the identity ~1;’ u + = u 1’ ~1~. Using the techniques 
developed in [2] (see, in particular, the proof of Lemma 2 of [2]) it is 
possible to conclude h = L’ ; ’ u + = u I ’ L’ is analytic on yo. By avoiding the 
zeros of h it can be concluded that Iv+ I4 = exp(faq&) is integrable on some 
arc y c y. such that yn E and y n EC are not intervals. Since a > 27c/q the 
function exp(n&) is also integrable on this arc. The following lemma shows 
this leads to a contradiction and completes the proof of ( 1). 
LEMMA. Let E be a measurable subset of the unit circle r,. The function 
exp(&) is not integrable on any arc y of To that intersects both E and its 
complement in sets of positive measure which are not intervals. 
Proof: The proof is by contradiction. Suppose that the function exp(r&) 
is integrable on an arc y of r,. Let a = (71/2) xE - (n/2) xEc and 
a(e”) dt, IZI # 1. 
For any r < 1 the function @J is in H’. Thus W/l is in H’, where the branch 
of w’!’ is the principal branch: -(r/2) n < arg We” < 7r(r/2). Let A be an 
open disc centered at e”oinr, withAnr,cy. Set R+=An(z:jzl< 11 
and 8_ = A n (z: ]z] > 1 1. The restriction of Qr;’ to R, is in E,(Q+) (see. 
[ 2, Remark 5’, p. 1601). Since @ has nontangential values almost everywhere 
on r,, then A may be chosen such that the nontangential limit @+ of @ on 
the boundary 8R + of R + is integrable. The integrability of @ ’ on aR + n r,, 
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is a consequence of the assumption exp(&) is integrable on y. It can be 
concluded that CD restricted to R, is in E,(.Q+). Similar considerations with 
the function -@ lead to the conclusion that CD restricted to R- is in E,(l2-). 
From the identity @+ = -@- on I-, it follows that @ is analytic across 
A ~7 r,. This is impossible if A f7 r,, intersects both E and its complement in 
sets which are not intervals. This completes the proof. 
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